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The Memory of Rescue in Poland
When, how, and why did Polish Holocaust rescuers become officially designated national heroes?
Concomitant with the early 2000s debate on the
Jedwabne pogrom, a surge of interest in rescue
emerged as a defensive reaction to revelations about
Polish complicity in the Holocaust. With the onslaught
of right-wing populism, this reaction turned into a
backlash, sometimes amounting to historical negationism. In the current government’s politics of
memory, the rescuers represent the entire nation’s
heroism and innocence. In Polish discussions on
rescue, individual morality is not at stake, but the
country’s honour and self-image. The narrative about
universal and altruistic help fosters the national pride and reinforces the community boundaries.
Opponents of this self-congratulatory position see rescuers as an ostracized minority, whose extraordinary behaviour illuminates the moral failure of their compatriots. They advocate an honest
confrontation with shameful history of betrayal and murder. Both these approaches, however, following the logic of national reckoning, side-track the key aspect of the Righteous legacy: an universal message of solidarity with all “others”.
The Ulma Family Museum of Poles Saving Jews during the Second World War, opened in 2016,
and the meeting between the Pope and rescuers in Birkenau sealed the latter’s newly esteemed
status in Polish national memory. It also put them in the very centre of Holocaust remembrance.
This mode of memory focuses on Poles as major actors and victims, while Jews serve merely as
props in the story of Christian sacrifice. Recent (June 2017) plans to establish a museum of the
Righteous adjacent to the Auschwitz complex raise even more pressing questions about encroaching on the memory of the victims and whitewashing of the past. Can the memory of rescue – if
used to suppress discussion of the local population role in the destruction of Jewish communities –
constitute a form of Holocaust denial? Scrutinizing Polish public discourse, I examine how the focus on rescue became the preferred, indeed, the only acceptable, mode of Holocaust memory.
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